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Abstract: This paper describes the algorithm of the view factor (V-factor). It is based on an analysis of visibility, taking into account the attractiveness of the observed elements in a three-dimensional space. The results of the V-factor analysis provide input for the decision-making process when selecting the most advantageous planning scenario so that the harmony of landscape and ecological balance can be maintained. The V-factor indicator can be successfully used in the process of spatial planning, in particular, at the stage of determining the parameters of new buildings and lines of sight between planned buildings. The purpose of the indicator is to determine the numerical values for observation points, thus facilitating a comparative assessment of the attractiveness of view available from the special points in space. The analysis uses a 3D space model that includes an integrated existing and planning state designed on the basis of planning scenarios. The V-factor analysis takes into account the distance of the observation point from the observed object, vertical and horizontal angles of observation, and the aesthetic value of the observed object. As a result, an average value of the V-factor indicator was obtained for each planning scenario, which facilitated the determination of the more beneficial one in terms of the attractiveness of view.
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1. Introduction

Spatial planning is a particular form of public policy. It claims to be focused on the spatial dimensions of a wide range of other sectoral policies, from economic development, transportation and environmental protection through to health, culture, and language [1]. According to [2], various groups of people take part in the process of spatial planning, representing different interests. The participation of the local community in the effort is particularly important. It results in the definitions of the needs and expectations and also specific comments regarding the proposed spatial solutions [3,4]. The presentation of planning scenarios, together with an estimation of their impact on current land development, may help improve awareness of the local community. It may result in the mitigation of conflicts between the authorities and the residents and hence facilitate an effective compromise. All actions aimed at developing a correlation between spatial planning, sustainable development, and the appropriate use of mixed energy sources contribute to the creation of the smart city where human needs are integrated with economic benefits [5,6]. The authors of [7] proposed a new approach in spatial management, using spatial data in the form of models depicting the terrain, vegetation, and buildings. They are then integrated into one geographic information system (GIS) to better illustrate the changes taking place within the space. In the process of sustainable spatial planning, it is
necessary to use multidimensional data [8], especially 3D models of buildings in the case of urban planning [9]. Moreover, in the opinion of [10], 3D models should represent both the current state in the field and the proposed objects. As noted by [11], digital 3D models of cities have been developed since the 1990s and have been successfully used for 3D visualisation as well as for illustrating spatial changes. The currently applicable standard of representation of 3D models of buildings is CityGML introduced by the Open Geospatial Consortium [12]. According to [13], CityGML is a standard of presentation, storage, and exchange of three-dimensional models of virtual cities. One of its most important characteristics is the definition of semantics, geometry, and topology of modelled objects, as well as maintaining the relationship between them. The appropriate source of data for 3D modelling of urban buildings is LIDAR data [14,15] based on which automatic [16–18] or manual extraction of buildings is possible [19] resulting in the modelled object having the Level of Detail (LoD) 3. Level of Detail 3 presents the exact geometry of walls and roofs, distinguishing elements such as chimneys, windows, and doors. It has a significant impact on the accuracy of spatial analyses.

According to [20], unurbanised areas have special value for society. It is, therefore, important that suitability of new anthropogenic facilities goes together with the least damage to the attractiveness of the natural environment [21]. According to [22], the aesthetics of buildings is of significant importance to the local community. In view of [23], the aesthetic value of the view is influenced by single objects visible from a specific viewpoint as well as the range of the analysed space. The location of newly designed buildings should not hamper the quality of view from specific observation points. Hence, it is necessary to implement spatial solutions coherent with the existing state [21]. Analytical methods should be employed for the assessment of the impact of planned buildings on existing ones. One of them is the analysis of visibility [10,24,25].

Analyses of visibility from a specific observation point [26] are based on the isovist method [27], which was subsequently improved by the authors of [28]. The isovist method can be used to design a line of sight between the observation point and the observed object, taking into account any field obstacles crossing the line. The scope of the observed space (field of view) depends mainly on the dimensions of elements in the space, the distance of the observer from the observed object, and the vertical and horizontal angles of the observer’s view [24]. As noted in [29], a three-dimensional environment is typically represented with the use of volumetric features, such as voxels, that characterise the complex nature of visibility obstacles.

According to [10], visual magnitude is calculated from a single viewpoint to a single location on the surface of the Earth (e.g. a DTM cell) by incorporating viewing angle relative to the surface slope and the distance of viewer to the location on the Earth’s surface. As noted in [30], the 3D isovist advanced spatial method is based on the 3D raster approach where the analysed space is sub-divided into voxels. It can therefore be used to solve geospatial situations variable both in terms of the size and shape of urban structures and in terms of their spatial scattering [30].

In the 3D viewshed (vertex shader) method, all geometric features, including terrain, models, and trees, in a specific space of the required viewpoint can be used as both the caster, which means occlusive volumes and the receiver, which means the surface of the geometry features for displaying the analysis result [31]. According to [32], the 3D vector visibility method used to calculate the isovist in a 3D environment is based on the assumption that all surfaces in the 3D environment are an aggregation of polygons. The algorithm tests the edges of each polygon for visibility from the observation point [32]. The idea of modelling the visual exposure is defined as a measure of the field of view occupied by an object in the user’s view. The value changes as the user moves around the space depending on viewing distance, angle, and occlusion of the designated target object [33].

In view of [10], spatial planning should not be based on the analysis of visibility from single observation points. The developed areas ought to be studied globally, which facilitates the effective assessment of the planned spatial solutions. The analysis of the cumulative viewshed of a given object from several observation points and at an appropriate angle of observation facilitates the estimation of the impact of the proposed development on the existing state. As a result, it minimizes the
negative visual effects of urbanisation [34] such as adverse shadow effects, high density of buildings, or incorrect skyline.

One of the public’s needs related to urban planning is the contact with nature, including views of natural or urban landscapes [3]. Authors of [35] indicate that to plan a sustainable city a comprehensive analysis of the visual impact factors such as skyline analysis is necessary. The urban skyline is a panoramic snapshot of the city’s esthetic values, diversity, integrity, history of its buildings, and geographical elements [36]. Skylines are prominent parts of most cities. Each city has several skylines depending on the observation point [36]. High-rise buildings, particularly skyscrapers, have a significant impact on the city skyline, so it is important to focus on the development of proper control mechanisms, particularly concerning the vertical development of structures [37]. Moreover, as noted in [37], the sky view factor (SVF) is an important determinant that needs to be well considered in urban planning and the decision-making process. According to [37], the SVF is a dimensionless value that lies between zero (complete obstruction) and one (complete openness to the sky). As noted in [38], the SVF can be used as an indication of building and vegetation density to evaluate the effect of the urban canopy (buildings and/or greenery) on the pedestrian. In view of [39], it is important to consider both the range of visibility and the quality of view in the visual analysis. The visual threshold carrying capacity (VTCC) method described by the author of [39] facilitates the identification of the visual threshold from the long-term and wide-range point of view, so it can be used to prevent the impact of new development on the existing state before any works.

The paper describes the analytical approach to the evaluation of spatial development in relation to the existing state in the field. Spatial planning is aimed at shaping the space in accordance with the needs of the public, preserving any environmental and cultural values, and taking into account economic and social needs. One of the important aspects of space creation is to consider the visibility of existing objects that will be guaranteed after the introduction of changes into the space.

The paper describes the algorithm of the view factor (V-factor), based on an analysis of visibility, taking into account the attractiveness of the observed elements in a three-dimensional space. The purpose of the indicator is to determine the numerical values for the observation points, thus facilitating a comparative assessment of the attractiveness of view available from particular points in space. As a result, an average value of the V-factor indicator was obtained for each planning scenario, which facilitated the determination of the more beneficial one in terms of shaping the attractiveness of view.

2. Materials

The research involved two planning scenarios for a main square located in the Zabierzów municipality in Poland. The use of the V-factor indicator in the decision-making process aimed at selecting one of the planning scenarios made it possible to compare the scenarios in terms of the effect on the attractiveness of view from selected observation points.

The assessment of the change of the attractiveness of view resulting from the implementation of a specific planning concept, available for selected observation points, was carried out for a public space with a surface area of approximately 2.5 ha. The boundaries of the area were defined by the Planning Office of the Municipality of Zabierzów in the draft local development plan. The 3D model of the public space was obtained as a result of the integration of 3D models of existing buildings and 3D models of planned buildings for each planning scenario for which the V-factor indicator was used. 3D models (Figure 1) of existing buildings were obtained as a result of manual modelling based on point clouds of those objects with the use of a terrestrial laser scanner.
with the marking of areas with various purposes, which were placed on the numerical model of the area based on the V-factor indicator. The objective of the indicator is to determine the numerical building parameters (height, soft landscaped area ratio, and roof geometry) allowed in the local change different development with elements.

Figure 1. 3D model of the city hall, located within the studied area, modelled based on the data from terrestrial laser scanning. Source: own work.

The accuracy of fitting the 3D model into the point cloud is determined at a level of 3 cm [19]. 3D models of the planned buildings were created based on the requirements for buildings set in the local development plan. For the purpose of 3D modelling of the planned buildings, the maximum building parameters (height, soft landscaped area ratio, and roof geometry) allowed in the local land development plan were used. The algorithm of the V-factor indicator was implemented for two different planning concepts and the same observation points. This way it was possible to assess the change in the attractiveness of view for the selected observation points resulting from the implementation of the planning scenarios. Moreover, every planning scenario was supplemented with the marking of areas with various purposes, which were placed on the numerical model of the area (Figure 2). Differences in the development were presented on a base map using different colours and the location of the planned buildings.

Figure 2. Two different planning concepts for the studied area resulting from the integration of the existing state in the field with the planned state based on the local development plan: (a) scenario 1, (b) scenario 2. Source: own work.

3. Methods

The research used spatial two-dimensional data integrated with three-dimensional data to analyse the change of the attractiveness of view from selected observation points located within the studied area based on the V-factor indicator. The objective of the indicator is to determine the numerical values for selected observation points facilitating the comparative assessment of the attractiveness of view for the observation points with the assumed diverse attractiveness of the elements of the existing state using the objects of the spatial 3D model. Based on the V-factor indicator, it is possible to...
compared how the provisions of the development plan regarding the formation of new builds change the attractiveness of view for the observation points located arbitrarily within the existing public space.

In the context of the development of the V-factor indicator, an important step is to determine the method for assessing the aesthetic value of the elements of the existing state in situ. For this purpose, the Wejchert’s impression curve method is used. As noted in [40], this method is part of the expert approach where the aesthetic value of selected spatial objects is an average rating of a defined group of people assigned based on a subjective assessment by the researchers.

Description of the V-factor algorithm:

- ‘3D spatial model’—a set of 3D models of the existing buildings in the field and planned 3D objects in the studied area (Figure 3).
- ‘group’—the group can be a single-element group in the case of a 3D object of a spatial model with simple geometry or a multi-element group for complex geometries.
- ‘attractiveness_3D_model’—the attractiveness of an object of a 3D spatial model: a number (weight) from the set of integers, defined for the object of the 3D spatial model. The numerical values are assigned based on the Wejchert’s impression curve method. The assessment of the attractiveness of objects of a 3D spatial model uses an interactive visualisation of the 3D spatial model. The function of rotation, zooming in/out, and moving the 3D visualisation allows the user to explore the 3D spatial model in detail.
- ‘terrain’—a 3D representation of terrain surface.
- ‘observation_points’—the location and the number of observation points are defined in the three-dimensional space as necessary. For the purposes of defining the impact of buildings planned under the local development plan on the existing buildings in the area, it is advisable to set observation points in windows of the existing buildings [30].
- ‘zone’—the smallest possible cuboid that contains a block of a 3D object. Its vertical edges are parallel to the Z axis of the Cartesian system adapted for the given object of the 3D spatial model (Figure 4). While determining the zones of visibility, it is necessary to describe the geometry of the 3D object with the smallest possible number of zones of visibility. In case the geometry of the 3D object is complex, the term ‘group’ is introduced. The zones of visibility belonging to the same group have the same attractiveness. The group can be a single-element group for 3D objects with simple geometry or a multiple-element group for objects with complex geometry. The decision on introducing a group is made by the user after analysing the geometry of the 3D object.
- ‘3D_objects’—a three-dimensional, approximate representation of each element of space that is the subject of the study. 3D objects designed as part of the local development plan.
- ‘number_of_view_points’—the number of viewpoints (VPN) for the wall of the zone of visibility is constant for all walls of all zones of visibility present in a spatial model. The number of VPNS must be a square of an integer. For this purpose, two vectors were designed \( \vec{a} \) and \( \vec{b} \). Each of them is parallel to one of the two adjacent sides of the wall and their lengths are equal \( 1/n \) of the length of the respective sides where \( n = \sqrt{(VPN)} + 1 \). \( n[i,j] \) is a grid point where: \( i, j \in [1, \sqrt{(VPN)}] \) determined from the formula: \( n[i,j] = (i \ast \vec{a} + j \ast \vec{b}) \) (Figure 5).
- ‘view_points’—a set of points where each point is located on the surface of the zone of visibility. Viewpoints are determined in such a way that they are located on the sides of the view wall and they are the vertices of rectangles dividing the wall into congruent rectangles whose vertices divide all sides of the wall into an equal number of segments. For a single-element group, the number of points of view for the wall of the zone of visibility is equal to \( VPN_{single-el} = VPN \), while for a multi-element group \( VPN_{multi-el} = VPN/n \), where \( n \) equals the number of zones of visibility belonging to a given group. Introducing the term ‘VPN_{multi-el}’ prevents an uneven contribution of a particular attractiveness of the zone of visibility to the result of the V-factor indicator.
• 'value_view_point' = numerical value (weight) is determined for each viewpoint. This is equal to the attractiveness of the zone of visibility to which the point belongs (Figure 6). Every viewpoint must have assigned the attractiveness of the zone of visibility to which it belongs.

• 'value_sight_lines'—a segment connecting the observation point with the value viewpoint. Every sightline must have assigned the attractiveness of the value viewpoint corresponding to it.

• 'visible_value_sight_lines'—value sightline not crossing any 3D objects of the 3D spatial model (Figure 7).

• 'optimal_distance'—the distance between an observation point and the zone of visibility calculated for each zone of visibility defined for the 3D object of the 3D spatial model. The assumption was made that the optimal distance of observation is that at which the total height of the zone is visible from the observation point, assuming a vertical observer angle of 120 degrees. The total height of the 3D object of the 3D spatial model is calculated as the difference between the Z coordinate of the upper and lower base of the zone of visibility assigned to each 3D object of the 3D spatial model (Figure 8).

\[ d_{\text{opt}} = ((Z_{\text{max}} - Z_{\text{min}}) - Z_{\text{obs}}) \times \cot \theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

• 'attractiveness_visible_value_sight_lines' – the attractiveness of the sightline is determined for each sightline based on the following formula:

![Figure 3. Example of (a) an existing building; (b) a planned 3D object. Source: own work.](image)

![Figure 4. Designation of zones for the town hall with assigned attractiveness weight. Source: own work.](image)
Case 1: length of the sightline < optimal observation distance:

$$\frac{\sin(\alpha) \cdot A + \cos(\beta) \cdot A}{d} \cdot d_0$$

(2)
Case 2: length of the sightline $\geq$ optimal observation distance:

$$\frac{\sin(\alpha) \cdot A + \cos(\beta) \cdot A}{d} \cdot d_0$$

(3)

where:

- $\alpha$ — the horizontal angle between the sightline and the zone of visibility it falls on,
- $\beta$ — the vertical angle between the sightline and the zone of visibility it falls on,
- $A$ — the attractiveness of the zone of visibility containing a view point that belongs to a given sightline,
- $d$ — the length of the sightline,
- $d_0$ — the optimal observation distance.

Angle $\alpha$ assumes values from the range from 0° to 180°. For the value of angle $\alpha$ equal to 90°, the sightline falls at a right angle on the wall of visibility in the location of an appropriate view point.

Angle $\beta$ assumes values from the range from –90° to +90°. For the value of angle $\beta$ equal to 0°, the sightline falls at a right angle on the wall of visibility in the location of an appropriate view point.

• ‘v-factor’ — a sum of the values of attractiveness_visible_value_sight_lines of the sightlines corresponding to a given observation point.

The purpose of the V-factor is to determine the numerical values for the observation points, facilitating a comparative assessment of the attractiveness of view available from the special points in space with the assumed diverse attractiveness of space using objects of a 3D spatial model. The V-factor analysis provides information on how attractive a view available from a selected observation point is, taking into account the distance of the observation point from the observed object, vertical and horizontal angle of observation, and the aesthetic value of the observed object. For each observation point computed based on the V-factor algorithm, a numerical value was determined for the implementation of planning scenario 1 and planning scenario 2. In the next step, the differences between numerical values were computed as a result of replacing scenario 1 with scenario 2, which facilitated determining which one is more beneficial in terms of shaping the attractiveness of view. The implementation of the V-factor is described below (Figure 9).
4. Results

The values of the V-factor indicator were determined for the studied area. The analysis was conducted for two scenarios of spatial development, labelled scenario 1, and scenario 2. The set of observation points for each planning scenario included the same observation points located in the centres of windows of selected 3D models of existing buildings, excluding the 3D model of the City Hall. The observation points were located in windows of residential buildings directly adjacent to the area regulated by the local development plan. The observation points for the town hall were deliberately not specified as it is a public object not inhabited permanently. For the purpose of the
analysis, the city hall was classified as an existing object, but having a significant impact on the attractiveness of view.

The value of the V-factor indicator for observation points in scenario 1 and scenario 2 as well as the change of the attractiveness of the available view for observation points resulting from the implementation of scenario 2 instead of scenario 1 (Figure 10) were determined in the analysis. Based on the alteration of the V-factor indicator value calculated as an average for all observation points, it is concluded that the implementation of scenario 2 will reduce the attractiveness of the available view in the scale of the entire area of the development by 42.17%. The use of the V-factor indicator makes it possible to compare planning scenarios with each other in terms of the impact on the attractiveness of view for specific observation points (Figure 11).

Figure 10. The change of the attractiveness of the available view for observation points as a result of the implementation of scenario 2 instead of scenario 1. Source: own work.

Figure 11. View for observation point number 47: (a) available view in scenario 1 (b) available view in scenario 2. Source: own work.

5. Discussion

Spatial planning should aim, in particular, at rational space development [1]. This would make it possible to balance social and economic interests [5,6,41]. In the context of fulfilling the needs of the local community [3], the most important is spatial planning on the municipal level through local development plans. The use of GIS tools in the process of drafting local development plans facilitates complex spatial analysis with unambiguous results. The analysis of the change in the attractiveness of view, carried out as part of the study, is in line with the relevant issue of three-dimensional analysis of visibility [29–31]. Moreover, the proposed method of studying the change of the attractiveness of view with the use of the V-factor indicator facilitates a global analysis for the entire studied area, which is consistent with the assumptions of the visual magnitude method [10]. The limitation of the method
may be the computation requirements. In the case of studies on large surfaces, it is suggested to use simplified 3D models of existing objects, which significantly affects the efficiency of the calculation process. The use of 3D models of buildings with the Level of Detail 3, with exact geometry of walls, roofs, and distinguishing elements such as chimneys, windows, and doors [19] in the V-factor analysis, facilitates objective results regarding the view attractiveness change for the observation points. Thus, it helps to select the most advantageous planning concept, maintaining the harmony of landscape and ecological balance [40].

Further research work is planned dedicated to the development of the algorithm for determining the V-factor indicator. It is proposed to include medium and high vegetation and additional anthropogenic objects that are not buildings in the V-factor algorithm. Additionally, it is planned to create a graphic user interface where the function could be activated from the user workspace. The further research work will be an extension of the subject introduced in the paper, contributing to the improvement of knowledge in the field of spatial planning.

6. Conclusions

With three-dimensional data integrated with two-dimensional data, it is possible to carry out the analysis of the change in the attractiveness of the available view for observation points (V-factor). Using its results, a more beneficial planning scenario can be identified. The V-factor indicator can be successfully used in the process of spatial planning, in particular at the stage of determining the parameters of new buildings and location of visibility lines. Obtaining one numerical value reflecting the attractiveness of view for each planning scenario facilitates their efficient comparison, which is important for choosing the most favourable scenario. The guiding principle in the process of preparing local development plans should be performing the V-factor analysis. In addition, the results of such an analysis should be made available during public consultations regarding spatial solutions in the local plan as it can significantly contribute to the improvement of the effectiveness of public participation in the process of spatial planning. Increasing the awareness of the local community regarding proposed spatial solutions designed in the local development plan corresponds to the assumptions of the Agenda for Sustainable Development, goal 11.3 [42]. Moreover, according to the assumptions of [42], universal access to safe, inclusive, and accessible green and public spaces should be provided, in particular for women and children, the elderly, and persons with disabilities. The V-factor analysis can be a valuable element of the decision-making process in the space development which fulfils the requirements set by the Agenda for Sustainable Development.

The method has a universal character and can be used also for other purposes in the domain of real estate management. The V-factor can also be used to assess the attractiveness of view for planned public, office, or residential buildings according to the local plan. Knowing the value of the V-factor indicator it is possible to establish the price of sale or rent of newly designed surfaces depending on the attractiveness of the available view, which is advantageous from the economic point of view.
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